
Sngn and Symbol 

I N T R O D U C T I O N  

SIGN points to something. A symbol stands WITH RESPECT TO THINGS which function sym- Pa for or takes the place of another thing. bolically, the primary distinction seems to be 
Sign and symbol are sometimes differentiated that between natural and conventional signs. 
according to whether emphasis is placed on Augustine at first suggests a threefold division. 
that which is signified or pointed out, or on Some things are simply things, and not signs at 
that which functions as a surrogate or sub- all. Some (for example, "the ram which Abra- 
stitute. ham offered up instead of his son") are not 

Yet "sign" and "symbol9' are often used in- only things, but "also signs of other things." 
terchangeably. We call the notations of music And some things, such as words, "are never 
or  mathematics either "signs" or "symbols"; employed except as signs." Augustine adds 
though mathematicians, such as Whitehead, that words are not merely signs. "Every sign," 
prefer the latter usage when they discourse he writes, "is also a thing, for what is not a 
about "the symbolism of mathematics." thing is nothing at all." 
Words, too, are traditionally spoken of as The distinction between natural and con- 
signs or symbols. Words and other conven- veneional signs falls within this threefold di- 
tional notations for expressing meaning both vision. "Natural signs," Augustine says, "are 
point to and stand for something else. Ht is those which, apart from any intention or de- 
only in certain cases ehat one of these ewo sire of using them as signs, do yet lead to the 
functions seems to predominate, as the road knowledge of something else, as, for example, 
marker points out the direction to take, and smoke when it indicates fire. For it is not from 
paper money takes the place of the precious any intention of making it a sign that it is so, 
metal whose value it represents. but through attention to experience we come 

On what is common to signs and symbols to know that fire is beneath, even when noth- 
of all sorts there seems to be no disagreement ing but smoke can be seen. And the footprint 
throughout the tradition of western thought. of an animal passing by belongs to this class 
From Augustine's statement that "a sign is a of signs." 
thing which, over and above the impression it Augustine seems to  find natural signs in 
makes on the senses, causes something else to things that are related as cause and effect. 
come into mind as a consequence of itself," to Berkeley, on the other hand, tends to substi- 
Freud's analysis of the symbolism of dreams, tute the relation of sign and thing signified 
of symptoms, and symptomatic acts, the great for the relation of cause and effece. "The fire 
books consider sign or symbol as one term in which I see," he writes, "is not the cause of 
a relation, the relation being one of meaning the pain I suffer upon my approaching, but the 
or, as Freud says, of "significance, intention, mark thae forewarns me. In like manner the 
tendency." The fundamental problems tradi- noise that I hear is not the effect of this or that 
tionally discussed concern the nature of mean- motion or collision of the ambient bodies, but 

t ing itself, and the modes of significhtion which the sign thereof." 
vary with the kinds of things that function as Every natursl thing or event thus tends to 
signs and the kinds of things they signify. become the sign of something else, so that the 
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wnole si aature constitutes a vasc symbolism 
or language by which God informs us of his 
plan. Aristotle rends, In che opposite direscion, 
no limit natural signs to rhose things which, 
according to our knowledge and experience, 
permit a necessary or probable inference to 
something else. The fact that a woman is giv- 
ing milk he regards as an infallible sign that 
she has lately borne a child; the dace chat a 
man is breathing fast is merely a probable and 
refutable sign that he has a fever. 

4aa any case, signs are generally acknowl- 
edged to be natuwi id hey  satisfy Augustine9s 
criterion that they were not intentionally de- 
vised by men for the purpose of signifying. 
"'Conventionai signs, on the other hand," he 
wrhes, "are those which living beings wutuzlily 
exchange for the purpose of showing, as well 
as they can, rhe feelings of rheir minds, or their 
perceptions, or their thoughts." Of conven- 
tiona! signs, Augustine goes on to say, words 
hold she chief place, because everything which 
can be expressed by gestures, or by such non- 
verbal symb~Ps as flags s r  bugle callls, can dso  
be expressed in words, inrhereas many thoughts 
which words readily express do not lend them- 
selves easily to other modes of expression. 

Except for the hgpozhesis (discussed ~w rhe 
chap~es on LA~\TCUW;GE) of a natural form sf 
speech common ao all men and consisting oh 
words perfectly adapted to the objects they 
name, it is never proposed that  words are arny- 
*a ~nang . but conventional signs. As Aristotle says, 
66  nothing is by nature a noun or a name- 
it is only so when it becomes a symbol." 
The audible sound GT  he visible mark be- 
comes a symboi oaaly by human institution or 
convention. 

ST ~ e t  no$ all rhe audible sounds which men 
and other animals wake to express their lee%- 
ings ar desires are, in Aristotle's opinion, to be 
rzgarded as words. 6 ' ~~a r t i~u l a t e  sounds, such 
as those which brutes produce, are significant, 
yet none of these constieutes a noun." Nor are 
such cries, whereby one animal calls anoeher 
or csmmunicates fear or anger, stractly con- 
vewcienai signs; for, as Augustine points out, 
they are instinctive modes of expression, and 
so are naruml rather than sonventior,aL They 
are nor voiun~ari!y instituted. 

I N  TERMS OF THE ancient distinction between 
' 

the conventional and the natural-that which 
changes from time to time and place to place 
and that which is everywhere and always the 
same-no one would question the conven- 
tionality of words and all other nonverbal 
qmbols which are peculiar to one people, 
one culture, or one epoch. That words are 
conventisnal signs raises the central problem 
concerning their meaning or significance. Ut- 
terly dissimilar words in different languages 
can have the same meaning, and identical 
sounds or marks in different languages can 
mean quite different things. Since the sounds 
or  marks which constitute spoken and written 
words do not possess meaning naturally, from 
what source do such conventional signs get 
the meanings they have? 

The usual answer, given by Aristotle, 
Lscke, and others, is that words get their 
meanings from the ideas, thoughts, or feel- 
ings which men use them to express. "'Spoken 
words,sS 1~rites Aristotle, "are the symbols of 
mental experience and written words are the 
symbols of spoken words. Just as all men do  
not have the same writing, so ail men do not 
have the same speech sounds, but the mental 
experiences, which these directly symbolize, 
are the same for all, as also are those things of 
which our experiences are the images." 

En addition to being able to make articulate 
sounds, it was necessary for man, kocke says, 
to "be able to use ahese sounds as signs of 
internal conceptions, and to  make them stand 
as m r k s  for the ideas within his own mind, 
whereby they might be made known to otk- 
ers." Thus words came ro be used by men "as 
rhe s i p s  of their ideas; not by any natural con- 
newion that there is between particular artic- 
ulate sounds and certain ideas, ior then there 
would be but one langwage amongst a11 men; 
but by a voluntary imposition, whereby such a 
word is made arbitrarily the mark of suck an 
idea. The use then of words is to be sensible 
marks of ideas, and the ideas they stand for 
are their proper and immediate signification." 

Locke goes faanher. Not only does the im- 
mediate signification of words lie in the ideas 
they stand hi, but in his view words "can be 
signs of nothing eke." Yet "n also considers 
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the fact that men, because they "would not be 
thought to  talk barely of their own imagina- 
tions, but of things as they really are.  . . often 
suppose their words to stand also for the real- 
ity of things." Locke thinks, nevertheless, that 
"obscurity and confusion" enter into the sig- 
nification of words "whenever we make them 
stand for anything but those ideas we have in 
our own minds." 

But though the meaning of a word may 
come from the idea it signifies, the word which 
is thus made meaningful seems, in the com- 
mon usage of mankind, to serve as the name 
o r  designation of some real thing. Yt refers to  
something other than ideas o r  concepts in the 
human mind. Locke himself talks of "the ap- 
plication of names to  things," and in his con- 
sideration of the distinction between proper 
and common names is concerned to  point out 
that, though they differ in meaning (i.e., differ 
in the type of idea they signify), both refer to 
the same sort of reality-individual existences. 
Aristotle and other writers who distinguish be- 
tween things in the order of nature and the 
concepts we form of them, tend to  take both 
views of the significance of words. Words sig- 
nify the real things which they name as well as 
the ideas whose meanings they express. Hf we 
waive for the moment the possibility that some 
words may signify only ideas, whereas others 
signify both ideas and things, two questions 
may be asked. Are there any words which sig- 
nify things alone? What is the relation between 
the idea and the thing a word signifies, when a 
word signifies them both; that is, when a word 
has both sorts of significance, how are they 
related to one another? 

Aquinas answers the second question by 
saying that since "words are the signs of 
ideas, and ideas the similitudes of things, it 
is evident that words function in the signifi- 
cation of things through the conceptions of 
the intellect." Ideas may be the immediate 
or  proximate object which words signify, but 
through them words ultimately signify the real 
things which are themselves the objects of 
ideas. According to this theory, an idea may 

, be both the object signified by a word and the 
medium through which that word also signifies 
the thing of which we have rhe idea. Aquinas 
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seems to  think that ideas are always required - 

as the medium whereby words signify things. 
"We can give a name to  anything," he says, 
"only insofar as we can understand it." Ac- 
cordingly, it is impossible for words to  signify 
things directly, i.e., without the mediation of  
ideas. 

In the 20th century an opposite theory of 
how words get their meanings is attributed t o  
Wittgenstein. H e  is again and again cited as 
holding that t o  determine the meaning of a 
word one must look to "its use in the lan- 
guage." This raises the question whether the 
use of a word is not itself determined by the a 

idea that confers meaning on that word, which 
is the traditimal view of how words get their 
meanings. 

THE TRADITIONAL VIEW has a number of con- 
sequences for the theory of signs and raises a 
number of issues. Augustine's statement that 
"every sign is also a thing" has a different 
meaning when it is said of the sensible things 
which also happen to  be signs and of the things 
of the mind-concepts o r  ideas-which can- 
not be without being signs. The understanding 
of  this difference helps to  explain the rela- 
tion between verbal signs and the mental signs 
through which they signify o r  from which they 
get their meanings. 

Whereas words are in the first instance 
meaningless marks and sounds which get 
meaning when men use them to  express their 
thoughts o r  feelings, ideas and images are at 
once meaningful, however they arise in the 
mind. They are natural signs in the sense that 
it seems to  be their very nature to signify. They 
d o  not get meaning. They do  not even have 
meaning, in the way in which smoke as a natu- 
ral sign of fire has a meaning which is distinct 
from, though a consequence of, its nature as 
smoke. An idea is a meaning, an intention of 
the mind, as it is sometimes called, a reference 
to an object thought about. The idea of fire 
is the meaning the word "fire" has when it 
designates the natural phenomenon which that 
word is conventionally used to name; and as 
Aristotle suggests, the conventional signs of 
different languages leg., "fire9' and "Feue4'B- 
have the same meaning because the idea of fire 
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is the same, and the natural phenomenon ex- 
perienced and thought about is the same, for 
men of diverse tongues. 

That ideas or  mental images are themselves 
meanings or  intentions-the symbols of things 
thought about-seems to  be recognized in dif- 
ferent ways by many writers in the tradition of 
the great books. In the Cmtyltrs, Socrates sug- 
gests that signs should be like the things they 
signify. Some conventional signs, he thinks, are 
better than others in this respect. He implies 
that all words are inferior to mental images, 
which, by their very nature, imitate o r  resem- 
ble their objects. 

The act of memory, according to Aristode, 
requires a memory image which is "something 
like an impression or picture9' of the thing 
remembered. If the memory image, through its 
resemblance to something once experienced, 
did not function as the sign of that absent 
thing, memory would not be memory, for, 
Aristotle argues, it would consist in behold- 
ing the memory image itself, which is present, 
rather than she absent thing it staids for. 

Aquinas, perhaps, is the writer most explicit 
in his treatment of images and ideas as in 
their very nature meanings or intentions of 
the mind. His calling them "mental words9' 
seems to indicate that in his view they, like 
physical and sensible words, are signs; but the 
added qualification of "mental" also implies 
their difference. "The vocal sound which has 
no signification," he writes, "cannot be called 
a word; wherefore the exterior vocal sound is 
called a word from the fact that it signifies 
she interior concept of the mind. Pt follows 
that, first and chiefly, the interior concept of 
the mind is called a word." The mental word 
or concept suffices "when the mind turns to 
the actual consideration of what it knows ha- 
bitually," for then, Re adds, "a person speaks 
to himself." But unlike angels, who can make 
their concepts known to  one another imme- 
diately, men require the medium of external 
speech. They must use sensible physical signs 
to communicate their thoughts. 

Wirhout referring,to ideas as mental words, 
Lascke does appear to identify ideas with 
meanings and to regard them as signs. The 
definition of a word, he says, is an attempt to 

make known "the meaning or idea it stands 
for." Denying that the general and the univer- 
sal belong to the real existence of things, he 
holds that they "concern only signs, whether 
words or ideas. Words are general . . . when 
used for signs of general ideas. . . and ideas 
are general when they set up as the representa- 
tives of many particular things; but universality 
belongs not to things themselves, which are 
all of them particular in their existence, even 
those words and ideas which, in their significa- 
tion, are general." 

The basic issue to which Locke is addressing 
himself is discussed in the chapter on UNIVER- 
SAL A N D  PARTICULAR. Locke's solution seems 
to involve the affirmation of abstract ideas, 
which are general o r  universal in their sig- 
nificance and through which common names 
come to have a different sort of meaning from 
the meaning of proper names. ''Ideas become 
general by separating them from the circum- 
stances of time and place, and any other ideas 
that may determine them to this o r  that par- 
ticular existence." Common nouns like "man" 
or "cat" become general in their significance, 
according to Locke, "by being made the signs 
of general ideas." For Russell, the distinction 
between the significance of proper and com- 
mon names is best expressed in terms of def- 
inite and indefinite descriptions, such as the 
first President of the United States (George 
Washington) and a domesticated species in the 
feline family (cat). 

T o  the question of what kind of signifi- 
cation it is that general words have, Eocke 
replies: "As it is ev~dent, that they d o  not sig- 
nify barely one particular thing; for then they 
would not be general terms, but proper names; 
so, on the other side, it is as evident, they d o  
no: signiiy a plurality; for man and men would 
then signify the same . . . That, then, which 
general words signify," Locke declares, "is a 
sort of things, and each of them does that by 
being a sign of an abstract idea in the mind." 

It seems to follow, therefore, that those 
who, like Hobbes and Berkeley, deny the 
existence of abstract ideas o r  universal con- 
cepts, must offer a different explanation of the 
meaning of common nouns or general names. 
"There being nothing in the world universal 
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but names," Mobbes writes, a name is univer- 
sal when it "is imposed on many things for 
their similitude in some quality, or oeher acci- 
dent: and whereas a proper name bringeth to 
mind one thing only, universals recall any one 
of those many." 

On similar grounds, Berkeley criticizes 
Locke's theory of how words acquire general 
significance. His own theory is that words be- 
come general "by being made the sign, not of 
an abstract general idea, but of several particu- 
lar ideas, any one of which it indifferently sug- 
gests to the mind." And, in another place, he 
says that "an idea which, considered in itself, 
is particular becomes general by being made to 
represent or stand for all other particular ideas 
of the same sort." He does not himself explain 
how we come by the notion of "the same 
sort," or how one particular idea can represent 
the sort to which other particular ideas belong. 
But he rejects Locke's -explanation because it 
involves ideas which are not only general, but 

~ - 

also abstract. 
The attempt to account for the meaning of 

general names is, in Berkeley's view, the cause 
of Locke's acceptance of abstract ideas. "If 
there had been no such thing as speech or uni- 
versal signs," he writes, "there never [would 
have] been any thought of abstraction." Not 
only do men mistakenly suppose that "every 
name has, or ought to have, one only precise 
arid settled signification, which inclines [them] 
to think there are certain abstract, determinate 
ideas ehat constitute the true and only imme- 
diate signification of each general name9'; but 
they also suppose that "it is by the mediation 
of these abstract ideas that a general name 
comes to  signify any particular ehing. Whereas, 
in truth," Berkeley concludes, "there is no 
such thing as one precise and definite signifi- 
caeion annexed to any general name." Where 
Locke would say that a common name gets its 
general meaning by signifying one idea which 
itself has general significance, Berkeley i-eiter- 
ates that a general name gets its meaning Prom 
"a great number of particular ideas," all of 
which it signifies indifferently. 

THE RELATION OF WORDS to ideas raises s d l  
other problems in the theory of signs, prob- 

lems which have peculiar interest in the eradi- - 

tion of the liberal arts. One of these problems 
has already been mentioned. Ie is the ques- 
eion whether some words signify ideas alone, 
in contrast to words which signify ideas and, 
through them, things. This suggests the par- 
allel problem of words which signify words, 
in contrast to words which are the names 
of things. 

In his little tract Concerning the Teacher, 
Augustine points out that some words, such 
as "noun" and "adjective," signify kinds of 
words, just as other words, such as "man" and 
6 4  stone," signify kinds of things. Furthermore, 

in the sentence "man is a noun," the word 
"man" signifies itself as the object referred to; 
whereas in the sentence "man is an animal," 
the word "man" signifies a living organism 
of a certain sort. The same word, therefore, 
may signify both itself and some thing oeher 
than itself. 

These differences which Augustine observes 
in the signification of words come to be for- 
mulated in the traditional distinction between 
the first and second imposition of words. A 
word is used in the first imposition when it is 
used to signify things which are not words, as, 
for example, she word "man" when it refers to  
a human being. A word is used in the second 
imposition when it is applied to words rather 
than things, as, for example, the word "'noun" 
said of "man," or the word "man" when it 
is used to refer to itself in the sentence "man 
is a noun." 

A parallel distinction is chat between words 
used in the first and the second intention. 
When the word "man" is used to signify a 
living organism of a certain sort, it is used in 
the first intention because it signifies a reality, 
not an idea. A word is said to be used in 
the second intention when it signifies an idea 
rather than a thing. For example, in the sen- 
tence, "man is a species," the word "species" 
signifies a logical classification and so is in 
the second intention; and the word "man" is 
also in the second intention because it refers 
to the idea which is denominated a species. 

In some cases, an idea may not signify 
things at all, but only other ideas, such as the 
logical notims of gems and species. Words 
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Pike "genus" and "species," unlike the words 
"man" and "stone," can therefore be used 
only in the second intention. The idea man is 
called a "first intention of the mind" because 
its primary function is to signify the living 
thing. Only secondarily does it signify itself 
as an object able to be considered. The idea 
species, on the other hand, is called a "sec- 
ond intention" because its sole function is to 
signify ideas which stand to other ideas in a 
certain relation. 

Hobbes concisely summarizes most of these 
points when he points out ehat some words 
"are the names of the things conceived," 
whereas "others are the names of the imagina- 
tions themselves, that is to say, of those ideas 
or mental images we have of all the things we 
see and remember. And others again are names 
of names . . . as 'universal,' 'plural,' 'singular,' 
are the names of names." The names which 
we apply to particular species and genera, such 
as "man" and "animal," Aquinas says, "signify 
the common natures themselves, but not the 
intentions of these common natures, which 
are signified by the terms genus or species." 

ANOTHER TRADITIONAL distinction in the 
modes of signification is that between intrinsic 
and extrinsic denomination. A name is said to 
be an intrinsic denomination when it is ap- 
plied to  a thing in order to signify its nature 
or its inherent properties and attributes, as, 
for example, when we call a thing "animal" 
or "rational," "white" or "square." A name is 
said to be an extrinsic denomination when it 
is applied to  a thing only in order to signify 
some relation in which that thing stands to - 

something else, as, for example, when we call 
sunshine "healthy9' because it helps to  pro- 
duce healthy organisms or when we apply the 
names of animals, such as "pig" or "fox," to 
men because we think the men bear certain 
resemblances to these animals. The same word 
can be used in different connections both as 
an intrinsic and as an extrinsic denomination. 
"Healthy" means an inherent quality when it 
is applied to living organisms, and a causal 
relation zo organic health when it is applied to 
sunshine; "pig" means a certain kind of animal 
when it is applied to the four-footed mammal, 

and only a resemblance to this animal in cer- 
tain characteristics when it is applied to men. 

This double use of the same word exem- 
plifies what is traditionally called "equivocal 
speech" or the equivocal use of a name. Some 
writers tend to identify equivocation with am- 
biguity, on the ground ;hat both involve a 
multiplicity of meanings for the same word. 
Others seem to think that a word is used 
ambiguously only if its user is indefinite as 
to which of its several meanings he intends 
to express; but they hold that a word can be 
used equivocally without ambiguity if its user 
makes plain that he is employing it now in this 
sense, now in that. 

Aristotle says that two things are named 
equivocally "when though they have the same 
name, the definition corresponding with the 
name differs for each"; and "on the other 
hand, things are said to be named univocally 
which have both the name and the definition 
answering to the name in common." When we 
call a man and a pig an "animal," we are using 
that word univocally because we are using it 
with the same definition or meaning in both - 
cases; but when we call a pig and a man a 
"pig," we are using that word equivocally be- 
cause we are using it with different meanings, 
signifying having the nature of a pig in one 
instance and being like a pig in certain respects 
in the other. 

Aristotle distinguishes several types of 
equivocation, of which we have already noted 
rwo. The use of the word "healthy" to de- 
scribe an animal and sunshine is that type of 
equivocation in which the same word is-used 
to name an inherent attribute and also a cause 
of that attribute; in other instances of the same 
type, it might be used to name the nature or 
attribute and the effect rather than the cause. 
Speaking of a man and a pig as a "pig" rep- 
resents the metaphoric type of equivocation, 
in which the same word is used to name the 
nature of a thing and something else of a 
different nature which has only a likeness to 
that nature. 

Metaphors, in turn, can be divided into 
types. gome are based on a direct similitude 
between two :hings in some accidental re- 
spect, e.g., the man who is like a pig in man- 
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ner of eating. Some, Aristotle says, are based 
on analogies or proportions, as, for example, 
when we call a king the "father of his people." 
Here the metaphor is based on the similarity 
of the relationship of a king to his subjects 
and of a father to  his children. The name "fa- 
ther" is used metaphorically when it is trans- 
ferred from one term in rhis proportion to the 
term which stands in an analogous position. 

A third kind of metaphor, according to 
Aristotle, consists in the use of the same word 
now in a more generic, now in a more specific 
sense, or with broader and narrower meanings. 
Of this he gives an example in the N i c e  
mchean Ethics when he discusses general and 
special justice, using the word "justice" nar- 
rowly to signify one of the special virtues and 
broadly to mean all the virtues considered in 
their social aspect. There is a sense of the word 
"justice," he writes, in which it signifies "not 
part of virtue but virtue entire"; "this form 
of justice is complete virtue, though not abso- 
lutely, but only in relation to our neighbor." 
The word "injustice" is also used in a corre- 
spondingly wide sense. But there is "'another 
kind of injustice which is a part of injustice 
in the wide sense." This "particuPar injustice," 
Aristotle says, "shares the name and nature of 
the first, because its definition falls within the 
same genus." As Aristotle treats this type of 
equivocation in the Rhetoric and the On Poet- 
ics, it includes three possibilities: the transfer 
of the name of a genus to one of its species, 
the transfer of the name of a species to its 
genus, and the transfer of the name of one 
species to  another in the same genus. 

He may be questioned whether this type 
of equivocation is properly classified as met- 
aphoric, on Aristotle's own definition of 
metaphor as "giving a thing a name that 
belongs to something else." In the uype of 
equivocation exemplified by the use of the 
word 6Ljusti~c,9' now with a generic and now a 
specific meaning, the name does not seem to  
belong to the genus any more than ir does to 
the species, or conversely. Iin contrast, when 
the name "father" is given to a king in relation 
t o  his people, the usage is metaphoric, because 
the name "father" belongs to something else, 
i.,, the man who is a progenitor. 

The same point can be made in perms of 
intrinsic and extrinsic denomination. When 
6Ljusti~e" is used as the name for ;Re ~ ~ h o i e  of 
virtue (regarded socially) and also for one par- 
ticular virtue, she word is an intrinsic denom- 
ination in both instances. in all orhe: types of 
equivocation, the equivocal word is used once 
as an intrinsic and once as an extrinsic denom- 
ination; for example, as applied co ahe animal, 
the word "pigqy is an intrinsic denomination, 
but it is an extrinsic denomination whew it is 
applied to a man in order to signify a certain 
resemblance to rhe animal to which the name 
belongs. The same is true in tihe case of,the 
word "healthy" as said of an animal and of 
sunshine. 

In all these cases of equivocation, the two 
meanings of the same word are Plot totally 
distinct. On rhe contrary? the m63 senses have 
something in common. One of xhe meanings 
seems to be derived from the other; one ap- 
pears to be secondary (usually ahe one invoived 
in the extrinsic denomination) and the other 
primary, What is traditionally called "equivs- 
cation by chance," in contrast ro equivocation 
by intention, is the exareme case in which 
the same word Is used in two utterly distinct 
senses, having no common element of mean- 
ing at all; e.g., she word ""pen" used for a 
writing instrument and an enclosure for ani- 
mals. Equi-location by intention, in which the 
different meanings sf a word have something 
in common, thus appears to be intermediate 
between equivocation by chance (in which the 
meanings share no common elemena) and univ- 
ocal usage (in which the meaning is exactly the 
same each time the word is used). 

HE the Physics, Aristotle seems ro discover 
still another type of equivocation. "A pew, a 
wine, and the highest note in a scale are not 
commens~rable~~'  he writes. "We cannot say 
whether any one sf them is sharper than any 
other. . . because it is only equivocally that 
the same term 'sharp' is applied to them" TBais 
does rdot seem to be equivocation by chance, 
for the word "sharp" seems to have some 
common meaning as 'applied so {he shree ob- 
jects which affect rhe diverse senses of touch, 
taste, and hearing; nor is it like all other cases 
of equivocation by intention, in rhar no one 
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of these three meanings of "sharp" seems to 
be primary and the others derived from it. 
Furthermore, in all three meanings, the word 
"sharp" is used as an intrinsic denomination. 

In the Metaphysics, Aristotle also considers 
the special pattern of meaning which words 
like "being" or "one" have when they are 
applied to such heterogeneous things as sub- 
stances, quantities, etc. He refers to  these 
words as ambiguous or equivocal, comparing 
them with the word "healthy" as said of an 
animal, and of other things which either cause 
health or are effects of health. It may be ques- 
tioned, however, whether "being" is equivocal 
in the same way that "healthy" is, since it 
always carries the significance of an intrinsic, 
never of an extrinsic denomination. "Being" as 
said of heterogeneous things seems to be more 
like "sharp" said of diverse sensible qualities- 
having a meaning which remains somehow the 
same while it is diversified in each case accord- 
ing to  the diversity of the objects to which 
it applies. 

THESE CONSIDERATIONS of the univocal and 
the equivocal sign, along with the treatment 
of ambiguity and intrinsic and extrinsic de- 
nomination, indicate the extent and manner 
in which the great books anticipate the kind 
of analysis which in our time has come to be 
called "semantics." The chapter on LANGUAGE 
gives further evidence of the fact that many of 
the points and distinctions made in contempo- 
rary semantics have a long history in the tra- 
dition of the liberal arts. Furthermore, as the 
chapter on LANGUAGE indicates, contemporary 
semantics cannot even claim novelty for its 
great interest in freeing men from the eyranny 
of words or in serving as a critical instrument 
to cut through the "vicious abstractions" of 
metaphysics. Hobbes and Locke frequently 
dismiss theories not on the ground that they 
are false, but rather because they think that 
the statement of them consists in so many 
meaningless words. 

Pn the tradition of the great books, the 
analysis of words and their modes of significa- 
tion seems to  be motivated by'other interests 
as well as these. The distinction between the 
univocal and the equivocal sign, for example, 

is considered in its Searing on the logical prob- 
lems of definition and demonstration as well 
as for the sake of proposing remedies to  safe- 
guard discourse against ambiguity. It is also 
brought to bear upon the theological problem 
of the meaning of the names men apply to God 
and on the way in which they interpret the 
words of Sacred Scripture. 

The problem of the names of God is dis- 
cussed in the chapter on SAME A N D  OTHER 
in terms of the kind of likeness which can 
obtain between an infinite being and finite 
creatures. As there appears, aqui;as takes the 
position that Cod and creatures are neither , 

the same in any respect, nor are they in all 
respects so diverse as to be utterly incompara- 
ble. Though an infinite and a finite being are 
in his view incommensurable, yet they can also 
have some sort of similitude-not an unquali- 
fied sameness, but the kind of similarity which 
can be described as an intrinsically diversified 
sameness. 

Aquinas holds, therefore, that no names 
can be applied to God and creatures univo- 
cally, for "no name belongs to God in the 
same sense that it belongs to creatures." Nor, 
he goes on, "are names applied to God and 
creatures in a purely equivocal sense," for it 
would follow then that "from creatures noth- 
ing at all could be known or  demonstrated 
about God," which supposition Aquinas de- 
nies. Between these two extremes of the sim- 
ply univocal and the purely equivocal, he finds 
a middle ground in a type of signification 
which he calls "analogical." The meaning of 
an analogical name, he says, "is not, as it is 
in univocals, one and the same; yet it is not 
totally diverse as in equivocals." 

What he means by "pure equivocation" 
seems to be what earlier writers call "equiv- 
ocation by chance," and what he means by 
the "analogical" seems to correspond to what 
they call "equivocation by intention." "Univo- 
cal names have absolutely the same meaning," 
he writes, "while equivocal names have ab- 
solutely diverse meanings; whereas in a'nalog- 
icals, a name taken in one signification must 
be placed in the definition of the same name 
taken in other significations; as, for instance, 
"being" which is applied to substance is placed 
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in the definition of "being" as applied to acci- 
dent; and "healthy" applied to animal is placed 
in the definition of "healthy" as applied to 
urine and medicine." 

But, as we have seen, there are many types 
of equivocation by intention-the attributive, 
based on cause and effect, as exemplified by 
the word "healthy"; that involving broader 
and narrower meanings, exemplified by the 
word "justice7'; metaphors, of the sort exem- 
plified by calling a man "pig," and of the 
sort based on analogies, when we speak of a 
king as the "father" of his people; and, finally, 
the very special type of equivocation found in 
"sharp" applied to a tone, a taste, and a touch. 

Kf Aquinas places the kind of signification 
he calls "analogical" in the general area of 
equivocation by intention, it may be asked 
whether the various names of God are all an- 
alogical in the same way. The answer seems to 
be negative, for he distinguishes those names 
which Rave only a metaphoric sense when said 
of God, such as "angry" or "jealous"; and 
he denies the opinion of those who say that 
God is called "good" only in an attributive 
sense, i.e., signifying him to be the cause of the 
goodness found in creatures. On the contrary, 
he thinks that words like "good" and "wise," 
and especially the name "being," are to be 
interpreted as intrinsic denominations when 
applied to both God and creatures. 

For Aquinas, as for Aristotle, that would 
appear to  make the pattern of meaning exhib- 
ited by the word "sharp" the model for the 
significance of "being" rather than that found 
in the merely attributive equivocation of the 
word "healthy"-whether "being" is said of 
substance and accidents, or of God and crea- 
tures. The point seems to be unaffected by the 
fact that Aquinas calls this type of signification 
6 6  analogical," whereas Aristoele always refers 
to "being" as equivocal. Aristotle never treats 
any type of equivocation as analogical except 
she metaphor which results from transferring 
the name of one term in a proportion to an- 
other term standing in the same or a similar 
ielationship. 

THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN literal and figura- 
eive or metaphoric speech seems to be of 

ND SYMBOL 

prime importance in the theologian's rules for 
interpreting the word of God. As indicated 
in the chapter on RELIGION, Augustine insists 
that the 'language of Moly Writ must be read 

- - 

in many senses. Aquinas distinguishes a ba- 
sic literal sense from three modes of spiritual 
meaning. That signification "whereby words 
signify things belongs to the first sense, the 
historical or literal. That signification whereby 
things signified by words have themselves also 
a signification is called the spiritual sense, 
which is based on the literal and presupposes 
it." The spiritual sense Aquinas divides into 
the allegorical, the moral, and the analogical. 

To  grasp the various spiritual meanings, the 
reader must understand that in Moly Scripture 
"divine things are metaphorically described by 
means of sensible things." As in the symbol- 
ism of the sacraments, physical things serve 
as the outward and visible signs of an inward 
and spiritual grace, so also "in Holy Scripture 
spiritual truths are fittingly taught under the 
likeness of material things." 

A theologian like Aquinas thus justifies 
metaphors not only in Scripture, but also in 
sacred doctrine or theology, as "both neces- 
sary and useful," whereas in his view the poet's 
employment of them is solely for the sake of 
pleasure. Philosophers and scientists, on the 
other hand, often take the opposite view- 
that metaphors have a place only in poetry 
and should be avoided in the exposition of 
knowledge. 

In the writing of poetry, "the command 
of metaphor," says Aristotle, "is the mark of 
genius," but all his rules for the construc- 
tion of scientific definitions and demonsera- 
tions require the avoidance of metaphors, as 
of all other forms of equivocation. So, too, 
Hobbes inveighs against metaphors and figures 
of speech, giving as one of the main causes 
of absurdity in science "the use of metaphors, 
tropes, and other rhetorical figures, instead 
of words proper. For though it be lawful to 
say, for example, in common speech, the way 
goeth, or leadeth hither, or thither; the proverb 
says this or that (whereas ways cannot go, 
nor proverbs speak); yet in reckoning, and , 
seeking of truth, such speeches are not to be 
admitted." 
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Darwin looks for.vard .ro the day w R e ~  "'the 
t e m s  used by naturalists, or' affinity, rela- 
tionship, community of type, paternity, mor- 
phology, adaptive characrers, ~ ~ d i m e n t a q ~  and 
aborted organs, and so horrh, will cease t c  
be rneraphorical and will have a plain signif- 
icance." Freud, on the other hand, aware of 
how pervasive symboiism is in all works of man, 
normal and neurotic, dreaming and awake, 
seems to be reconciled LO rhe inevitability of 
metaphors in scientific discourse. The diffi- 
culty we meet with in picturing certain psycho- 

logical processes, Re writes, "'comes from our 
being obliged to operate with scientific teams, 
i.e., with the metaphorical expressions peculiar 
to  psychology . . . ,Dthemise we should not be 
able ro describe the corresponding processes 
at all, nor in fact even to  'nave remarked 
them. The shortcomings of our description 
would disappear if for the psychological terms 
we could substitute physiological or chemical 
ones. These, too, only constitute a metaphori- 
cal language, but one familiar to us for a much 
longer time and perhaps also simpler." 


